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Solid Content — Not Choice Of Tactics — Creates A Successful B2B Marketing Mix Survey Results Show That Content Builds Brand And Drives Revenue Most Effectively by Laura Ramos March 3, 2016



Why Read This Report



Key Takeaways



B2B marketers use an unprecedented number of tactics and channels to execute a marketing mix that encompasses both the digital and physical worlds. Yet our survey finds that no single approach works superbly for most marketers as they try to build programs that boost brand and generate demand. This report shows why what you have to say to buyers is more important than which tactics you use to say it ― and how content marketing that focuses on customer needs and outcomes provides the essential foundation for achieving a successful B2B marketing mix.



No Tactic Works Well For Most B2B Marketers For most tactics, only a minority of B2B marketers -- 30% or fewer -- say specific budget line items significantly help them build audience or pipeline. Out of 17 tactics we reviewed, not one got a big thumbs up from a majority of marketers. Building Brand And Demand Requires A Considered, But Distinct, Mix Of Tactics With the exception of content marketing and the company website, none of the tactics performed well when used to create awareness or generate leads. Cross-channel integration is the clear solution for aligning tactics with various marketing objectives and demands. Content Marketing Holds The Key To Creating A Successful B2B Marketing Mix B2B marketers create content maps that align their strategy with the buyer’s journey and marketing objectives to put 2016 program budgets to best use. Ensuring that your content speaks to buyer concerns, helps sales tell your story, and highlights the outcomes that customers can expect is key to succeeding.
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Forrester’s 2016 B2B Marketing Mix Survey Reveals Few Surprises During the past 20 years, digital, social, and mobile have greatly multiplied the types of program and campaign tactics available to marketers.1 So many choices make it difficult for B2B marketers to stay abreast of emerging tools, like Snapchat and Facebook’s WhatsApp, let alone plan and execute a wellconsidered mix of options.2 To find out what works in the B2B marketing mix (and what doesn’t), we asked our 2016 budget survey respondents to rate the effectiveness of their budget choices for brand building and demand generation. Our results, along with dozens of client conversations, show how much marketers struggle when making mix decisions: ›› No single tactic works well for most B2B marketers. B2B marketers put budget dollars to work across a broad spectrum of program choices. Survey participants use an average of 9.4 out of the 17 tactics we asked about. Unfortunately, not one of the approaches earned a “very effective” rating from a majority of respondents (see Figure 1). Only two of the 17 choices were rated as highly effective by even 47% of respondents. Most tactics received a thumbs up from 30% or fewer of those surveyed. When marketers ask “What works best?” the answer really is “Nothing in particular.” ›› Spending doesn’t always align with outcomes. Our 2016 budget survey shows that B2B marketers are pretty consistent with prior years in terms of apportioning the program mix.3 However, perennially leading line items like in-person events, digital marketing, and agency fees don’t pay off with proportionately higher results. For example, while agency costs ranked fourth on the planned spending list, just 17% of those surveyed said money spent here increased awareness significantly; only 6% said it had an impact on generating demand. ›› Content marketing is more important than a successful mix. Content marketing stands alone as the most popular and most effective tactic in our survey, with the company website and inperson events coming in second and third, respectively. While you could argue that content is the foundation for every campaign tactic or program approach, this finding underscores its premier importance to achieving a productive B2B marketing mix. Simply put, what you have to say is more important than which channel or tactic you use to say it.
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FIGURE 1 Most B2B Marketers Don’t Rate Their Tactic Choices As “Very Effective”
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Base: 68 business-to-business senior marketers Note: “I don’t know” responses are excluded. Source: Forrester’s Q4 2015 International B2B Marketing Budget And Spending Online Survey
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Old Habits Die Hard: Marketers Rely On Events, PR, And Sponsorships For Awareness Recent advances in digital advertising/retargeting, predictive marketing analytics, and personalization have the potential to affect B2B audiences significantly. You wouldn’t know that from our survey results, though; evidence of creative thinking was slim, with most marketers planning to stick to pretty traditional tactics to reach new buyers and spread their message (see Figure 2).4 When it comes to building brand, B2B marketers steadfastly rely on: ›› In-person events to reach new buyers. Conferences, seminars, summits, and trade shows consistently top the marketing program budget list.5 With such continuing high investment, we expected events to pay off handsomely for building both brand and demand. Not so: Our results show that marketers rely on events to find buyers but not to educate or persuade them. When 55% say they budget for events because sales expects it and 45% sponsor events because the competition does, B2B marketers clearly aren’t treating event investments strategically; much of their money and effort here could be better spent. ›› Influencer relations to amplify their message. PR firms still make money from B2B marketers, as most spend an average of 6% here ― mainly for brand-building activities. And 44% say influencer relations is very effective at increasing audience awareness, almost three times as many as the 15% who say it works well for building the pipeline and leads. In our digital age, when buyers can connect readily with peers and market experts through social and mobile channels, making this money produce better results means investing more in turning customers into advocates who influence references, referrals, and word of mouth ― and spending less on PR agencies.6 ›› Sponsorships to increase brand exposure. Consuming only 2% of program budgets, on average, sponsorships often get overlooked in the B2B marketing mix. Compared with traditional advertising (TV, print, out-of-home, radio), we think select local sponsorships are a much better investment. As almost 40% of those who’ve used sponsorships find them valuable for increasing awareness, focusing on local or regional activities that attract a specific industry or audience — like the ANA/BMA does for marketers or HIMSS does locally for the healthcare industry — delivers more bang for the buck. Contributing speakers, content, or skills development helps increase engagement more than just paying for the refreshments or putting up signage. ›› Digital as a series of siloed tactics, not an integrated experience. Most worryingly, our study shows that digital marketing doesn’t appear to be as effective as spending plans would indicate. Less than a third of respondents said digital works well for boosting brand and demand. Consistent with previous studies, 41% of respondents feel they are still experimenting with digital, and only 21% believe they excel at using customer insights to drive digital execution. Until B2B marketers treat digital marketing as a key way to engage with customers and can demonstrate its impact consistently, this gap between investment and payback will persist.
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FIGURE 2 B2B Brand-Building Choices Lack Imagination
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Base: 68 business-to-business senior marketers Note: “I don’t know” responses are excluded. To account for both budget consumption and popular use, we multiplied the average percentage of budget spend for each item by the percentage of marketers using that tactic and then multiplied the result by 100 to index the results. Source: Forrester’s Q4 2015 International B2B Marketing Budget And Spending Online Survey
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Demand Generation Muddles Through With A Mixed Bag Of Tactics B2B marketers draw on a broader range of tactics to generate demand and build their pipeline but fail to agree on what works (see Figure 3). However, several important findings show where B2B marketers could focus a bit more time and attention on their marketing mix to make it more productive. ›› B2B marketers count on webinars to deliver demand. Digital events work well for almost as many marketers as content marketing when generating demand. Nearly two-thirds say they use digital events, but with production costs coming in at a fraction of in-person events, online events are more efficient dollar for dollar. To boost both efficiency and effectiveness further, marketers are tuning to event management solutions from firms like Cvent, DoubleDutch, and Lanyon that allow them to not only produce the event but also reuse captured video, repurpose slide content, host interactive activities like polls, track interest, solicit feedback, and syndicate content in a variety of forms. These applications, along with virtual event platforms from Inxpo and ON24, are moving the digital event experience from point-in-time to on-demand. ›› Telemarketing gets mixed reviews. From inside sales to outsourced appointment setting, the popularity of telemarketing/telesales programs seems to wax and wane as often as the moon.7 One-third of respondents say they spend money here, which may underrepresent investment, given we did not ask about the headcount costs associated with internal business development teams in this study. Marketing automation solutions like Marketo, Oracle Eloqua, and Salesforce’s Pardot boost telemarketing predictability by producing an initial stream of qualified leads. Once the low-hanging fruit of ready buyers gets picked, however, both marketing and telequalifiers have to work harder to keep pipelines growing, perhaps accounting for this line item’s lower popularity and budget share. ›› Direct marketing and marketing automation still lack maturity. We were surprised to see that both direct marketing (which includes email in this study) and marketing automation receive rather anemic votes of confidence. This supports our suspicions that few marketers have figured out how to take full advantage of the lead management, nurturing, recycling, and scoring capabilities these solutions offer.8 However, as executive teams look to move into new markets, particularly ones that are not economically supported by a direct sales force, automation capabilities will move from important to essential ― and marketers will need to figure out how to expand from simply generating qualified leads to putting sales at the center of business conversations with prospects.9 ›› Hospitality pays off when conducted in intimate settings. As digital tactics have become popular, hospitality has gained an unfair reputation as an old-school tactic. But when just 31% of respondents say they find this tactic very effective for creating leads and their pipeline, it’s probably time to reconsider the value generated when clients, prospects, and sales just hang out and talk shop. Two-thirds of respondents agreed that smaller event venues like dinners, seminars, local sporting events, and open houses are the best way to build trust and personal relationships that demonstrate your company isn’t trying simply to turn a fast buck. Programs that mix a little education and business discussion in with the fun help hospitality return justifiable results.
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FIGURE 3 B2B Marketers Struggle To Find The Tactics That Best Generate Demand
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Modern Marketing Is Ineffective Without Strong Content When marketers ask us “What works best?” most want to validate their current choices and ensure they haven’t overlooked other viable approaches. But when 87% of B2B marketers say they struggle to develop compelling content, no amount of messing around with the mix will create a significant bump in results.10 Creating a content strategy focused on four key business objectives — building awareness, generating demand, enabling sales, and supporting ongoing customer success — is a key first step (see Figure 4). A robust content map will help align brand and product stories with buyer needs and journey stages while simplifying mix choices around key marketing objectives. Top marketers ensure that marketing content provides the best foundation for productive programs, healthier pipelines, solid returns, and richer customer engagement when they: ›› Make the website the hub of prospect experiences. While consuming, on average, 7% of budgets, company websites received effectiveness ratings second only to content marketing. Most B2B websites must meet a stunningly large set of demands, which can lead the customer experience and engagement to suffer. Top marketers avoid this by making sure websites function as the nucleus for prospect and customer interaction. They apply design thinking to innovate around three core objectives: 1) increase customer empathy, 2) create more seamless interactions across customer-facing disciplines, and 3) iterate quickly to learn what works.11 ›› Produce content that talks about what customers care about. B2B marketers love to talk about their companies and products, but this keeps them from tuning into what really concerns buyers. Their websites prove this: 26 out of 30 failed to score a passing grade on our basic content engagement tests.12 Top marketing teams look beyond branding, taglines, and elevator pitches to understand what truly motivates buyers and to start a meaningful dialogue with key decisionmakers. Building a strategic messaging architecture is the first step in this process.13 ›› Help sales tell great stories. While online tactics are better for reaching digital explorers, it’s the salesperson who must build trust and ultimately persuade them to buy. Marketing’s job is to help reps enthrall an audience, connect authentically, and build trust ― and stories are the most effective way to do this. An interesting story not only helps sales relate to prospects but also creates interest and attachment long before buyers become ready to buy. Top B2B marketers help sales spark interesting conversations by embracing the twin muses of comedy and tragedy and by shifting their conversations from selling to solving.14 ›› Shift from marketing content to producing content that matters. In 2015, the Content Marketing Institute found that 55% of B2B marketers were unclear about what an effective or successful content marketing program looks like inside their organizations.15 This is one of a number of indications that the hype around content marketing is diminishing. Rather than becoming brand publishers, B2B marketers are taking a closer look at their content and deciding what should stay by focusing on making their stories unique and distinct — from the customer’s
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point of view. Rather than increasing content production, they are rounding out content maps with assets that validate their approaches, differentiate them from the competition, describe desirable business opportunities, and highlight the outcomes that buyers can expect.16



FIGURE 4 A Solid Content Strategy Supports A Winning Marketing Mix
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Recommendations



Make Your Content Connect With Buyers’ Desired Outcomes A successful B2B marketing mix will always be just that — a combination of what works. Using a well-considered mix to communicate clearly how your brand and offers help customers achieve key business outcomes is what separates decent marketing planning and execution from that which drives exceptional growth and shareholder value. Instead of chasing the next new marketing tactic, standout B2B marketers learn to balance the increasingly difficult demands to produce revenue, enrich customer relationships, and ward off the competition. Tackling the following four things will help you ensure that your marketing mix always has the right ingredients: ›› Put content investment ahead of media and program choices. Instead of making a list of all the tactics you want your programs to include, start by budgeting for the content that will set the right tone with buyers and help you stand apart from your competitors; then decide on your media and tactic choices. Use content and strategic messaging maps to instill decision-making discipline and to keep the focus on buyer outcomes. Leverage divisible content to stretch budget dollars further, and use cross-channel integration to better engage buyers at their moments of interest and intention. ›› Adopt a centralized content asset and measurement system. Centralizing the tools that marketers use to develop, share, and track their content creates some cross-channel cohesion automatically. A number of tools are working to pull content creation, storage, and distribution together, including social platforms like Spredfast and Sprinklr; content marketing platforms like Kapost, NewsCred, Oracle Content Marketing, Percolate, and Skyword; and content management and measurement platforms like Adobe Marketing Cloud. Now is the time to assess your deficiencies and invest in solutions that make cross-channel development easier and distribution simpler. ›› Experiment with new tactics or content types. Before crossing off items at the bottom of our index charts, take a moment to investigate whether you’re overlooking potential additions to the mix. Some of your peers are successfully increasing reach via digital events or direct marketing, for example, so figure out what they are doing and whether that might work for you as well. Prioritize tactics or content types, such as video or research studies, that you can reuse or atomize to help increase awareness, deepen engagement, or build lasting relationships. ›› Get your agency to produce content results, not just creative. If you find your agency spending isn’t helping you engage with the right buyers or accelerate sales cycles, it may be time to review these relationships. Rather than toss the agency out on its ear, look for ways to measure the creative and content produced based on customer engagement and reusability, rather than standard creative and media metrics. Expect your lead agency to embrace more complex tasks, such as aligning the customer and brand experience, understanding data, integrating content and brand strategy, and coordinating across go-to-market partners. Unfortunately, agencies that can do this are rare; if you find one, take the trouble to cultivate it!
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Engage With An Analyst Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply our research to your specific business and technology initiatives. Analyst Inquiry



Analyst Advisory



Ask a question related to our research; a Forrester analyst will help you put it into practice and take the next step. Schedule a 30-minute phone session with the analyst or opt for a response via email.



Put research into practice with in-depth analysis of your specific business and technology challenges. Engagements include custom advisory calls, strategy days, workshops, speeches, and webinars.



Learn more about inquiry, including tips for getting the most out of your discussion.



Learn about interactive advisory sessions and how we can support your initiatives.



Supplemental Material Survey Methodology Forrester’s Q4 2015 International B2B Marketing Budget And Spending Online Survey was fielded from October through December 2015. As a result of online marketing and outreach to our customer base, we received 68 completed surveys, and as many as 97 responses on selected questions, from companies that sell primarily or exclusively to other firms. Survey respondents come from 10 different industries, with the majority working in business software (41%), technology providers (15%), and IT services or consulting (13%). Half are either the topmost marketing executive (31%) or occupy a senior marketing role (19%). Almost half (49%) work at companies with 1,000 employees or more. For quality assurance purposes, we required respondents to provide contact information and answer basic questions about their firm’s location of operations, industry, and number of employees. Respondent incentives included a complimentary copy of this report. Exact sample sizes are provided in this report on a question-by-question basis. Survey responses are not guaranteed to be representative of the population at large. Unless otherwise noted, statistical data is intended to be used for descriptive and not inferential purposes.
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Endnotes Looking back at our 2010 B2B budgets and tactics survey, for example, we found B2B marketers juggling a mindboggling array of media choices. Yet, as we still find today, most admitted that the majority of tactics they use failed to make the grade for building brand or generating leads. See the “Rethinking The B2B Tech Marketing Mix In The Digital Age” Forrester report.
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North American marketers have fully embraced social tactics to help them meet their reach, depth, and relationship objectives, using an average of 7.5 social tactics each. All marketers need to understand the upper threshold of current social marketing activity, which social tactics and platforms are used by their peers, and their level of satisfaction with each. See the “Benchmark Your Social Marketing Efforts” Forrester report.
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We saw little change in B2B program plans from 2015 to 2016. In-person events, digital marketing, and content marketing once again captured the top three spots in this year’s survey, consuming over 40% of working dollars. Beyond the top five budget line items, program spending fragments quickly, with marketers planning to spend another 43% of their budgets across 13 separate categories. See the “2016 B2B Budget Plans Show That It’s Time For A Digital Wakeup Call” Forrester report.
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To account for both budget consumption and popular use, we multiplied the average percentage of budget spend for each item by the percentage of marketers using that tactic and then multiplied the result by 100 to index the results. The horizontal axis of Figures 2 and 3 uses this index to chart the results.
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While in-person events consistently occupy the top spot on the B2B program spending list, marketers have long been conflicted about the value that these expensive, time-consuming endeavors return. B2B marketers must give conferences, trade shows, and seminars a digital rehab and turn these standalone activities into more durable marketing assets. See the “B2B In-Person Events Need A Digital Makeover” Forrester report.
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Referrals deliver higher-quality leads, references help sales close deals, and B2B buyers prefer to engage with peers. Now more than ever, it’s time to beef up how you cultivate and deliver customer testimony in the digital world. See the “Advocate Marketing Creates B2B Customer Relationships That Last A Lifetime” Forrester report.
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As B2B companies better align the buyer’s and seller’s journeys, inside sales teams will play a more prominent role in the buyer’s engagement process while simultaneously enabling more profitable sales for their firms. As demand increases for these less expensive and agile resources, a wide range of service providers are positioned to supplement the inside sales function. See the “B2B Inside Sales: ‘Inside Or Out?’ — That Is The Question” Forrester report.
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After an initial wave of success using marketing automation tools, B2B marketers find it increasingly difficult to raise the bar on customer acquisition, retention, and revenue and to lower the bar on the investment needed to drive those results. The majority stood up automation tools without fully understanding the scope of change required for success, and many simply automated existing demand generation processes that were no more sophisticated than batch-and-blast email campaigns. See the “Lead-To-Revenue Management Is Not Demand Generation On Steroids” Forrester report.
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To shift sales conversations from product features to solving business problems, B2B marketers need to put sales in a starring role when it comes to engaging with early-stage prospects. Relevant marketing content that demonstrates that your company understands the buyer’s problems helps position your salespeople as trusted advisors in this exchange. See the “How To Develop Valuable Messaging In The Context Of Sales Enablement” Forrester report.
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Creating great content is something even the best marketers and agencies toil over. Despite this effort and investment, a closer look at our benchmark study reveals that the vast majority (87%) find producing content that engages buyers to be a major challenge. See the “Compare Your B2B Content Marketing Maturity” Forrester report.
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Digital marketing innovation usually begins by exploring technological possibilities and then working back to figure out how they may affect the brand or demand. Instead, marketing innovation should occur at the intersection of technological feasibility, business viability, and customer desirability to balance marketing objectives against the customer’s needs and journey. See the “Brief: Leverage Design Thinking To Spark A Customer-Obsessed Innovation Culture” Forrester report.
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Engaging content can mean the difference between creating a business opportunity and losing to a competitor. Nowhere is the struggle to produce compelling B2B content more evident than on corporate websites. See the “Brief: B2B Content Fails The Customer Engagement Test” Forrester report.
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Many B2B marketers struggle to make their messaging customer-centric and relevant. Forrester believes organizations should adopt a strategic messaging architecture to build segment-level messaging that thrives at the intersection of: 1) what customers want or need that is specific to their segment, 2) how your firm can solve those problems, and 3) why your customers need to act now. See the “Keep Your B2B Messaging Focused On Customers” Forrester report.
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Successful marketing programs and sales messages should connect with buyers as people, not as companies or statistics. And people are wired to relate to and remember stories, especially when told in the authentic voice of your current customers. See the “From Priming The Pipeline To Engaging Buyers: The B2B CMO’s New Role In Sales Enablement” Forrester report.
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Source: Joe Pulizzi, “What Effective B2B Content Marketing Looks Like [New Research],” Content Marketing Institute, September 30, 2015 (http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/09/b2b-content-marketing-research/).
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Before B2B marketers can create valuable content, they must understand what buyers really care about and how these concerns change during the purchase journey. The successful approach to sales messaging and marketing content development lets marketers assess existing content, map new content to customers’ problem-solving processes, and help sellers engage with the right buyer at the right time. See the “How To Develop Valuable Messaging In The Context Of Sales Enablement” Forrester report.
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We work with business and technology leaders to develop customer-obsessed strategies that drive growth. Products and Services ›› ›› ›› ›› ›› ››
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